
This is a story memory game 
where someone says “I’m going 
on a picnic and I’m going to 
bring….” and then lists an item. 
The next person begins I’m going 
on a picnic and I’m going to 
bring….” and must list the first 
personperson’s item before adding their 
own item. The list grows and 

grows and the first person to not 
be able to correctly list all the 
items is the loser (or out, if you 
have enough people to play in 

elimination rounds).

going on a
picnic

Use words from a book, movie or 
TV Show that the family all love - 
Have someone play the judge and 
look up hard to spell words on 
their phone. The players need to 
spell the words to win or lose.

spelling
bee

The road trip classic. One person 
says “I spy with my little eye…. 
something” and then vaguely 
describes something they see, 
like “I spy something red”. The 
other players take turn asking yes 
or no questions until they can 
gueguess what the item is.

i spy

One person picks a category eg: 
Wiggles Songs, AFL Footy teams, 
Characters in Thomas the Tank 
Engine, Foot starting with B etc…. 
Everyone takes turns naming 
something in that category until 

someone is stumped.

categories

Everyone sees how long they can be quiet, whoever speaks 
the first loses. 

ROAD TRIP
car games

the quiet game 
THE BEST GAME EVER!

One person picks a word and 
everyone has to go around saying 
a word that rhymes with it. The 
first person to be stumped or to 

repeat a word loses.

rhyme

Before you leave prepare a list of 
common things you’d see along 
the road: cows, a stop light, a 
truck, a train station etc…. print 
sheets off with either pictures or 
words of each item.  Each person 
tries to check off as many of the 
scscavenger hunt items as they 

spot.  Winner is the one that ticks 
off all of the items first and yells 

Bingo (or Cargo)

scavenger 
hunt


